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1. INTRODUCTION 
A surface of revolution of plane curve is a classical object of differential geometry. 
Several geometric properties of surfaces of revolution are known (see [10, 15, 16]). 
In this note, we consider geometric properties of surfaces of revolution of frontal 
curves from the viewpoint of framed surfaces introduced by Fukunaga and Takahashi 
[9]. We show relation between curvature of frontal curves and basic invariants of their 
surfaces of revolution. Moreover, we consider the classification problem for singularities 
of surfaces of revolution of frontals under the suitable equivalence relation, and give 
criteria for certain singularities by the curvature of a Legendre curve. Further, we give 
profile curves for given information of the curvatures, for instance, the Gauss curvature 
or the mean curvature. For the cases of constant Gauss and mean curvature surfaces 
of revolution, see [10]. 
This note is based on a joint work with Masatomo Takahashi [22]. The author would 
like to thank Minoru Yamamoto and Takahiro Y皿 amotofor giving him an opportunity 
to give a talk at the conference named Research on topology and differential geometry 
by singularity theory at Research Institute of Mathematical Science (RIMS). This work 
was supported by JSPS Research Fellows Number 17J02151. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We review quickly the notions of Legendre curves in the Euclidean plane R2 and of 
framed surfaces in the Euclidean space R3. See [7-9] for detail. 
2.1. Legendre curves. Let I be an open interval of R with coordinate t. Let ,: I→ 
R2 and v: I→ゞ beC00 mappings. Then the pair (, v): I→ R2x炉 issaid to 
be a Legendre curve if う(t)• v(t) = 0 for al t E I, whereう＝む/dtand the dot'・' 
is a canonical inner product of R乞 Apoint t。EI iscalled a singular point of I if
祖0)= 0. If a Legendre curve (, v): I→ R2x引 givesan immersion, it is called a 
Legendre immersion. We say that 1: I→ R2 is a frontal (resp. front) if there exists 
a map v: I→ S1 such that (, v): I→ R2 x S1 is a Legendre curve (resp. Legendre 
immersion) (cf. [1,2]). Examples of Legendre curves see [11,12]. 
For a frontal 1: I→ R汽wehave the Frenet type formula as follows. We setμ(t) 
asμ(l) = J(v(l)), where J isthe anti-clockwise rotation by angle 1r/2. Then it is easy 
to see that the pair {v(t), μ(t)} gives an orthonormal moving frame along 1(t). Using 
this frame, we have 
(t~~) = (-グ(t)£~)) (;~~)'う(t) = (3(t)μ(t), (2.1) 
where£(t) = v(t)• μ(t) and (3(t) =う(t)• μ(t). We call the pair (£, (3) the cu冗 ature
of the Legendre curve. By the Frenet type formula (2.1), we see that a point t。EI
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is a singular point of ry if and only if f3(t0) = 0. Moreover, it follows that (ry, v) is a 
Legendre immersion if and only if the curvature (£, /3) does not vanish. 
Definition 2.1. Let (→） and (う，v):J→ R2 x S1 be Legendre curves. We say that 
(ry, v) and (う，v)are congruent as Legendre curves if there exist a constant rotation 
A E S0(2) and a translation a on R2 such that'i(t) = A(ry(t)) + a and v(t) = A(v(t)) 
for al t E J. 
Theorem 2.2 (Existence Theorem for Legendre curves [7]). Let (£, /3) : J→ R2 be a 
smooth mapping. There exists a Legendre curve (ry, v) : J→ R2 x S1 whose curvature 
of the Legendre curve is (£, /3). 
Actually, we have the following. 
ry(t) = (-J (3(t) sin(! £(t) dt) dt, J (3(t)cos(! C(t) dt) dt), 
v(t) = (cos(! £(t) dt) , sin(! £(t) dt)) 
Theorem 2.3 (Uniqueness Theorem for Legendre curves [7]). Let (ry, v) and (テ，v): 
I→ R2 x S1 be Legendre curves with the curvatures of Legendre curves (£, (3) and 
- -
(£, (3), respectively. Then (ry, v) and (う，v)are congruent as Legendre curves if and only 
coincide. if(£, /3) and(£(3)・ 
2.2. Framed surfaces. Let Ube a simply connected domain in R2 and S2 be the unit 
sphere in R3. Then we set 3-dimensional manifold△ by 
△ = {(a, b) E 82 x 82 I〈a,b〉=O}, 
where〈・,.〉isthe standard inner product of R3. 
We consider a map (x, n, s): U→ R3x△ • This map (x, n, s) is called a framed 
surface if〈xu(u,v), n(u, v)〉＝〈叫(u,v), n(u, v)〉=0 hold for any (u,v) E U, where 
叫＝知／枷 andXv=如／枷.A map x: U→ R3 is said to be a framed base surf ace 
if there exists a map (n, s) : U→ △ such that the pair (x, n, s) gives a framed surface. 
Similarly to the case of Legendre curves, the pair (x, n): U→ R3x炉 issaid to be 
a Legendre surface if〈叫(u,v), n(u, v)〉＝〈叫(u,v), n(u, v)〉=0 for al (u, v) E U. 
Moreover, when a Legendre surface (x, n): U→ R3x炉 givesan immersion, this is 
called a Legendre immersion. We say that x : U→ R3 be a frontal (resp. a front) if 
there exists a map n : U→ 82 such that the pair (x, n): U→ R3x炉 isa Legendre 
surface (resp. a Legendre immersion). By definition, the framed base surface is a 
frontal. At least locally, the frontal is a framed base surface. For a framed surface 
(x, n, s), we say that a point p E U is a singular point of x ifx is not an immersion 
at p. We remark that there are several differential geometrical studies of frontals and 
fronts in 3-space with certain singularities. See [6, 13, 17, 19, 21, 23],for example. 
Let (x,n,s): U→ R3x△ be a framed surface. Set t(u, v) = n(u, v) x s(u, v), where 
x is the vector product of R3. Then the pair { n(u, v), s (u, v), t(u, v)} gives a moving 
frame along x(u, v). Therefore we have the following system of differential equations: 
(::) = (二~~)(:)' (2.2) 
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G:)~(二〗：悶1 名）G), (~)~(二〗:-!, 合）G), (2.3) 
where ai, bi, ei, Ji, gi : U→ R, i = 1,2 are smooth functions and we call the functions 
basic invariants of the framed surface. We denote the matrices (2.2) and (2.3) by 
Q, 巧石， respectively. We also call the matrices (Q, 巧名） basic invariants of the 
framed surface (尤，n,s). Since the integrability condition五＝叩uand巧，u-瓦，v=
































Definition 2.4. We define a smooth mapping仰=(JF,K几応）： U→ 庄 by
]p = det (~~ ~~) , 応=<let (:~j~) , 
HF=-~{<let(~~j~) -<let G~:~)} 
We call CF= (JF, KF, 山） a curvature of the framed surface. 
We also define a map IF : U→ R8 by 
(2.5) 
IF= (CF,det (~~ ~~) ,det (仇塁），
det (:~ ~~) , det (;~ こ），det(~~:~))·(2.6) 
We call the mapping IF : U→ R8 a concomitant mapping of the framed surface 
(x,n,s). 
We remark that if xis a regular framed base surface, then KF/ JF and HりJFcoincide 
with the Gauss curvature Kand the mean curvature Hof x, respectively (cf. [9]). 
By using a curvature as in (2.5) and a concomitant mapping (2.6) ofa framed surface, 
we have the following. 
p ropos1t10n 2.5 ([9]). Let (x, n, s) : U→ R3x△ be a framed surface. Then 
(1) . x is an immersion around p E U if and only if h(p) =J 0, 
(2) (x, n) is a Legendre immersion around p E U ifand only if CF(P) =J 0, 
(3) (x, n, s) is a framed immersion around p EU ifand only if IF(P)ヂ0.
3. SURFACES OF REVOLUTION OF FRONTALS 
We consider surfaces of revolution whose profile curves are frontals. Let b, v): I→ 
R2 x S1 be a Legendre curve with the curvature (£, (3). We write 1(t) = (x(t), z(t)) 
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and v = (a(t), b(t). Then one can takeμ 『asμ=(-b, a). By the Frenet type formula 
(2.1), we have 
信） = (3(t) (一闘）， 信） = f(t) (--:i~ り） (3.1) 
We define two surfaces x, z: Ix [O, 2n)→ R3 by 
x(t,0) = (x(t),z(t)cos0,z(t)sin0), z(t,0) = (x(t)cos0,x(t)sin0,z(t)). (3.2) 
We cal x (resp. z) a surface of revolution of ry around the x-axis (resp. the z-axis). 
Proposition 3.1. (1) Under the above notations, (x, nx, sx): Ix [O, 2n)→ R3x△ 
is a framed surface with basic invariants 
gx~(i(t)-~(t))' 可＝（＿〗l,) 荘 T), P, ~(-{(<廷：））ー~(l)),
where nx(t, 0) = (-a(t), -b(t) cos 0, -b(t) sin 0), sx(t, 0) = (0, sin 0, -cos 0). 
(2) Under the above notation, (z, nz, sz) : J x [O, 21r)→ R3x△ is a framed surf ace 
with basic invariants, 
gz = (0 一/3(t)
0 0 -C(t) 0 -a(t) 0 
-x(t) 。） 9 町＝（心〗~), 写 ~(aい -i(t) 鸞）），
where nz (t, 0) = (a(t) cos 0, a(t) sin 0, b(t), sz(t, 0) = (sin 0, -cos 0, 0). 
By Proposition 3.1, we have 
1 
J芦(t,0) = -/3(t)z(t), K芦(t,0) = -b(t)C(t), H芦(t,0) = --(z(t)C(t) + /3(t)b(t)) 
2 (3.3) 
for x(t, 0) and 
1 な(t,0)= -/3(t)叫），K訊t,0) = -a(t)C(t), H訊t,0) = -(x(t)C(t) + /3(t)a(t)) (3.4) 
2 
for z(t, 0). By (3.3) and (3.4), a surface x (resp. z) is singular at (t。,0。)if and only 
if /3(t0) = 0 orz(t0) = 0 (resp. /3(t0) = 0 orx(t0) = 0). In particular, we have the 
following. 
Proposition 3.2. Under the above notation, the following assertions hold. 
(1) Both x and z as in (3.2) are frontals if and only if the profile curve "(is a 
frontal. 
(2) Either x or z isa front if and only if'Y is a front. 
In the following, we mainly focus on the surface z, and we use notations z。=z(t。,0。),
xo = x(to) and zo = z(to). 
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3.1. Singularities of surfaces of revolution. In this subsection, we consider the 
singularities. To do this, we give definitions for some notions which we need (cf. [14]). 
Definition 3.3. (1) Let f and g : (R叫0)→(R八0)be smooth map-germs. Then 
f isA-equivalent tog if there exist diffeomorphism germs¢: (Rm, 0)→ (R叫0)
and 1>: (R叫0)→(R叫0)such that g = 1>of oいholds.If the diffeomorphism 
germ 1> (respectively, ¢) appeared in above is the identity map, we say that f 
is R-equivalent (respectively, .C-equivalent) to g. 
(2) Let 1 : (I,to)→ (R汽0)be a smooth curve. We say that I at t。isa j/i-
cusp, where (i, j) = (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5) if I is A-equivalent to the germ 
t→ (t'炉） at the origin. 
(3) Let f: (R汽0)→(R汽0)be a smooth map. We say that fat O isa j Ji-cuspidal 
edge, where (i, j) = (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5) if f isA-equivalent to the germ 
(U, V) f-t (U, v', 炉） at the origin. 
We note that curves with j / i-cusps are frontal (curves). Moreover, surfaces with 
j/i-cuspidal edges are not only frontal (surfaces), but also framed base surfaces (see 
[7-9]). In particular, 3/2-cusps and 4/3-cusps (respectively, 3/2-cuspidal edges and 
4/3-cuspidal edges) are front singularities. 
We consider the classification problem. First we consider the case of x。>0. 
Theorem 3.4. Let T (I, to)→ (R2, (xo, zo)) andう： (I, to)→ （攻(x。ぷ）） be smooth 
curves. Let z: (I x [O, 21r), (t。,Bo))→ (R2 ¥ {O} x R, z0) and z: (Ix [O, 21r), (元，Bo))→
(R2 ¥ { 0}x R, ~。) be surfaces of revolution of I andう， respectively.
(1) 
～～ 
If there exist diffeomorphism-germs¢: (I, t0)→ (I, to) andゆ： (R汽(xo,zo))ぅ
(X,Z)→（切(X,Z),和(X,Z)) E (R2, (x。五）） such that'ljJ o 1 =可o¢,then 
there exist diffeomorphism-germs 1>: (I x [O, 21r), (t。,0。)） 3 (t, 0)→ (¢(t),0) E 
(1 x [0, 21r), (五，00))and¥JI: (R八{0}x R, zo)→ (Rハ{O}xRふ）。,jtheform 
w(X, Y,Z) = (い只c;:,z),鱈 1只;.;:,Z)'l/J2(ほ戸戸，Z))
such that ¥JI o z = zo 1>holds. 
(2) ![there exists diffeomorphism-germs 1>: (Ix [O, 21r), (t。,0。)） 3 (t, 0)← （り(t),0) E 
(Ix [0, 21r), (to, 0。)） and ¥JI: (R2 ¥ {O} x R, z0)→ (R八{0}x R, 蕊） of the form 
w(X,Y,Z) = (叱(X,Y, Z), 動(X,Y, Z), 恥(X,Y, Z)) such that ¥JI oz = z o屯
then there exists a diffeomorphism-germ心： (R2, (xo, zo))→ (R汽（子。ぷ）） of the 
form 
叫(X,Z) =叱(Xcos 0。,Xsin0。,Z) cos0。＋恥(Xcos 0。,Xsin0。,Z) sin0。,
応(X,Z) = w3(X cos 0。,Xsin0。,Z) 
such thatゆ01=テ0¢.
For a precise proof of this theorem, see [22]. As a corollary of this theorem, we have 
the following. 
Corollary 3.5. Let T (I, to)→ (R汽(x0,z0)) be a smooth curve with x。>0. Then 1 
at t。isa j Ji-cusp if and only if z at (t。,0。)is a j Ji-cuspidal edge. 
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Thus it is enough to consider the types of singularities of a frontal curve'Y in stead 
of the surface of revolution z for singularities. In particular, we can characterize types 
of singularities of'Y by its curvature (£, /3) as follows. 
Theorem 3.6. Let ('Y, v): J→ R2 x S1 be a Legendre curoe with the curoature (£, /3). 
Suppose that a point t。EJ is a singular point of'Y, that is, f3(t0) = 0. Then we have 
the following. 
(1)'Y at t。isa 3/2-cusp if and only if且(to)£(to)i-0. 
(2)'Y at t。isa 5/2-cusp if and only if£(to) = 0, 炒(to)= 0 and且(to)l(to)-
砂(t虚(to)ヂ0.
(3)'Y at t。isa 4/3-cusp if and only if厄(t0)= 0 and~(t0)£(tq) cf-~-
(4)'Y at t。isa 5/3-cusp if and only if f3(to) =£(to)= 0 and f3(to)£(to) cf-0. 
One can show this theorem by applying criteria for these singularities in general 
settings (cf. [ 3, 20]). 
The next, we consider the case of x。=0. In this c邸 e,the profile curve'Y across the 
rotation axis. Thus if the curve'Y is regular, a surface of revolution arising from'Y has 
singularity (such a singularity is called a cone-like singularity). 
Theorem 3.7. Let T (J, to)→ (R2, 0) andう： (J,t。→ (R2, 0) be smooth curoes. Let ） 
z: (IX [0,21r),(t。,0。)）→ (R尺0)and z: (J x [O, 21r), (tc。,0o))→ (R3, 0) be surfaces of 
revolution o凸 and'i,respectively. 
(1) If there exist dif eomorphism-germs cf>: (J, t0)→ (iぷ） andゅ： (R2, 0)→ (R2, 0) 
of the form心(X,Z) = (X, cp(X汽Z))such thatゅO"f=予o¢,then there exist 
diffeomorphism-germs屯 (Jx [0, 21r), (t。,0。)）→ (J x [0, 21r)ぷ，0o)given by 
叫t,0)= (¢(t),0) and屯： (R尺0)→(R汽0)by W(X, Y, Z) = (X, Y, cp(X2 + 
豆 Z))such that 1J! o z = z o <I>holds. 
(2) If there exist diffeomorphism-germs屯 (Jx [O,21r), (to, 0o))→ (! x [0, 21r)ぷ，0o)
given by <I>(t,0) = (の(t),0)and W: (R3,0)→ (R尺0)defined by W(X, Y, Z) = 
(X, Y, cp(X2 + Y叫Z))such that 1J! o z = z o <I>holds, then there exists a 
diffeomorphism-germ心： (R2, 0)→ (R2,0) oftheformい(X,Z) = (X, cp(X汽Z))
such thatゆO"f=予o¢holds.
By Theorem 3. 7, the following assertion holds. 
Proposition 3.8. Let'Y = (x, z), 予＝（テ，筍： (I, to)→ (R2, 0) be smooth curoes. If x 
is R-equivalent to歪andz is£-equivalent to z, then'Y is equivalent to予inthe sense 
of (1) in Theorem 3. 7. 
In detail for£-equivalence, see [4, 5].
To state our next result, we review the notion of the order of zeros for functions. Let 
f: (J, to)→ R be a smooth function-germ and k the non-negative integer. Then f has 
a zern of order k + 1 at t。iff satisfies 
f(to) = j(to) =・ ・ ・= jCk¥to) = 0, jCk+ll(t0)ヂ0,
where jCm) = d万/d炉.When a function f h邸 azero of order k + 1 at t。,we write 
ord(f)(to) = k + 1.
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Using this notion, we characterize cone-like singularities on surfaces of revolution 
arising from regular curves as follows. 
Propos1t10n 3.9. Let "Y = (x, z): (I, t0)→ (R汽0)be a smooth cu切 e.Suppose that 
ord(x)(t0) = k + 1 and z isregular at t。,namelyゑ(to)i-0. Then "Y is equivalent to the 
germ t→ (tk+1, t) in the sense of (1) in Theorem 3. 7. 
3.2. Surfaces of revolution with prescribed curvature. We consider a surface 
z(t, 0) and use notations J(t) = J}(t, 0), K(t) = K主(t,0) and H(t) = H}(t, 0) as in 
(2.5). First we consider the case that K(t) = 0 for al (t, 0). 
p ropos1tion 3.10. If the condition K(t) = 0 holds for al (t, 0) E J x [O,21r), then the 
profile curve "Y of z is a part of a line. 
By Proposition 3.10, a surface ofrevolution of a Legendre curve which satisfies K(t) = 
0 for al (t, 0) is one of a part of a cone, a cylinder, a plane, a circle or a point. 
We next consider the case that prescribed Gauss curvature case. 
Theorem 3.11. Let ("'!, v) = ((x, z), (a, b)): (J, t0)→ R2 x S1 be a Legendre curve 
with the curvature (£, (3). Suppose that (3 is real analytic around t。andthere exists a 
function a: (I, to)→ R such that K(t) = a(t)J(t) and a(t)(3(t)2(t-t0)2 is real analytic 
around t。.Then x(t) is a solution of 
f3(t)x(t)一り(t)x(t)+ a(t)(3(t)3x(t) = 0 
around t。,z(t) is given by 
and 
2 う
z(t) =士j(3(t) (1 -(/ a(t)(3(t)x(t)dt)) dt 
1 
2 2 
a(t)~ 士(I-(! a(t)P(t)x(t)dt)) , b(t)~j a(t)P(t)x(t)dt 
By Theorem 3.6, we have the following. 
Proposition 3.12. Let ('r,v) = ((x,z),(a,b)): (I,t0)→ R2 x 51 be a Legendre curve 
which is given by Theorem 3.11. Let t。bea singular point of'r・Suppose that x(t0)ヂ〇
and a(t0) =J 0. Then we have the following. 
(l) If a(t0) =J 0, then'r is a frontal but not a front at t。.
(2) Suppose that a(t0) = 0, ord(a)(t0) = m + 1 and ord((3)(t0) = n + l fornon-
negative integers m, n. Then'r is a front at t。ifand only if ord(a)(to) = 
ord(f3)(t0) holds. 
(3) Suppose that there exists a real constant c =JO such that a(t) = c, and ord(a)(t0) = 
m+l::::; ゜rd(f3)(t0)= n + l.Then 
(a)'r at t。isa 3/2-cusp if and only if ord(a)(to) = ord((3)(to) = l. 
(b}'r at t。isa 4/3-cusp if and only if ord(a)(t0) = ord(f3)(t0) = 2.
(c)'r at t。isa 5/3-cusp if and only if ord(a)(t0) = l, ord(f3)(t0) = 2. 
(d}'r cannot have a 5/2-cusp at t。•
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We next consider the prescribed mean curvature case. The following assertion holds. 
Theorem 3.13. Let (ry, v) = ((x, z), (a, b)): (I, t0)→ R2 x S1 be a Legendre curve 
with the curvature (£,/3). Suppose that x(t0) > 0, we give /3 and there exists a smooth 
function a: (I, to)→ R such that H(t) = a(t)J(t). Then (ry, v) is given by 
and 
/3(t) 
x(t) = (F(t)2 + G(t)2)½, z(t) = J(F(t) sinry(t) -G(t) cosry(t)) dt 
x(t) 
a(t) = 
F(t) sin ry(t) -G(t) cos ry(t) F(t) cosry(t) + G(t) sin ry(t) 
x(t) 
, b(t) = 
x(t) 
where 
F(t) = -j f3(t) cosry(t)dt, G(t) = -j f3(t) sin ry(t)dt, ry(t) = 2 / a(t)f3(t)dt 
We remark that this kind representations are given by Kenmotsu [15] for regular case 
and Martins, Saji, Santos and the author [18] for singular case admitting unbounded 
mean curvature. 
For a Legendre curve which is given by Theorem 3.13, we have the following charac-
terizations of singularities. 
Proposition 3.14. Let (ry,v) = ((x,z),(a,b)): (I,t0)→ R2 x S1 be a Legendre curve 
which is given by Theorem 3.13. Suppose that t。isa singular point of ry. Then we have 
the following. 
(1) The curve ry is a frontal but not a front near t。・
(2) Suppose that a is not a constant function. Then 
(a) ry at t。isa 5/2-cusp if and only if /3(to)o:(to) # 0. 
(b) ry at t。isa 5/3-cusp if and only if /3(t0) = 0 and且(to)a(to)# 0. 
(3) Suppose that a is a constant function. Then ry does not have j/i-cusps ((i,j) = 
(2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5)). 
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